
The heart and soul of your kitchen.

BLANCO UK Limited: If you require further details on our complete range  
of sinks, taps and accessories, please contact your local BLANCO dealer,  
or telephone direct on 01923 635 200 for details.

Please note that colour references are only as accurate as the printing  
process will allow. E & OE. Due to a policy of continual product improvement, 
BLANCO reserves the right to alter specifications and prices without prior 
notice. ©BLANCO UK Limited (within the UK and Republic of Ireland on behalf 
of BLANCO GmbH & Co KG) 2020. All rights reserved. Without limiting the 
rights reserved under copyright reserved above, no part of this publication may 
be reproduced, stored in or introduced into a retrieval system, or transmitted, 
in any form by any means (electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or 
otherwise), without the prior written express permission of the copyright owner.

Design and artwork by N9 Design & Production Limited, Nottingham.
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You shouldn’t compromise when buying a sink and tap.  

What counts above all else is quality – in every respect.  

As well as the expert use of top-quality materials, 

contemporary design, professional engineering, attention  

to the tiniest detail and matching accessories. It’s quite a  

shopping list. 

BLANCO sinks, taps and accessories create a hub for the 

water and waste in your kitchen. Key to an effective space  

is the combination of functional design that you will wonder 

how you lived without and aesthetic qualities that will meet  

the highest expectations. 

BLANCO is one of the leading suppliers of sinks and taps, 

with 95 years’ experience, we are the custodians of extensive 

expertise and will use that skill and passion to keep 

developing innovative kitchen products for our customers 

evolving lifestyles. 

BLANCO’s particular strengths are clever combinations of 

sinks, taps, accessories and waste management systems that 

make optimum use of available space, make life easier and 

continue to look good after many years.

Welcome to BLANCO
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The innovation of quality and design 6
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Over the following pages, discover how BLANCO 

products can help make the kitchen the hub of your 

home and how a BLANCO sink centre will become 

the heart and soul of your kitchen.

You can also find further information about BLANCO 

at blanco.co.uk

Sink: ETAGON 500-U, SILGRANIT® PuraDur®, White 
Tap: TAmPERA Hot, boiling water tap, Chrome 

modern convenience 
for all kitchens.
Perfect solutions from BLANCO.
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Six tips for making the right sink choice.
Optimising optimum space for ease 

of use. A cabinet width of 60cm is ideal 

for most sinks with a main and additional 

bowl but BLANCO have countless 

designs, e.g. for corners or narrow sink 

cabinets and short projection units – we 

offer plenty of alternatives for maximising 

the available space.

Ergonomics and functionality 

make life easier. make light work of  

washing up and food preparation with 

a BLANCO sink. Opt for single, multiple 

or partitioned bowls. Choose between 

sinks (bowl and drainer) or bowl only 

versions – all with clever accessories 

and all designed to make life in the 

kitchen easier. 

The cutting board and multifunctional 
colander can easily be moved.

A corner solution for perfect utilisation of the  
available space.

Add style with material and colour. 

BLANCO always offers plenty of 

inspiration and the opportunity to 

express yourself through colour options, 

material choices and finishes to suit  

your taste and your lifestyle. Whether 

you choose classic Stainless Steel, the  

beautifully tactile SILGRANIT® or high 

quality Ceramic in a range of colours.

Perfect synergy: super durable Stainless Steel 
Durinox® bowl paired with a brushed inset edge 
to match the tap.

Sink: SUBLINE 500-IF SteelFrame, SILGRANIT® PuraDur®, Anthracite
Tap: LINEE-S, Chrome

Welcome to BLANCO

Cleaning made easy. Top-quality 

materials and strong, user-friendly 

BLANCO surfaces minimise the effort 

required for cleaning. Dirt and water find 

it hard to remain on the surface, helping 

to prevent against limescale and marks. 

Common household cleaning products 

make light work of keeping your sink 

looking beautiful.

For a stunning, yet subtle look choose an 
undermount sink with solid surfaces like Granite, 
composites or natural wood.

Convenience in a system. The perfect 

synergy between individual elements is  

what turns a sink into a functional hub. 

Achieved by adding high quality taps 

and waste systems along with ingenious 

accessories. Whatever your style or 

budget, a BLANCO sink and tap will 

prove to be an investment in your home 

and your lifestyle.

From smart and hot taps to semi-professional 
and classic mixer taps, BLANCO taps are award 
winning.

Even the waste separation is perfectly  
organised – thanks to SELECT, BLANCO‘s 
waste management system.

On average, 60% of the time spent in the kitchen is 

spent at the sink. 

Since the kitchen sink and tap serve as the base for some 

of the most important functions of everyday life, and we 

spend a lot of our time using them, it‘s important to make 

the right choice.

The kitchen is the hub of the modern family home and the 

sink is at its heart. The combination of sink, tap, waste 

management systems and clever accessories create this 

practical hub.

From food and drink preparation, washing up and cleaning,  

to flower arranging and bathing babies – finding that perfect 

balance between practicality and aesthetics isn’t easy. 

That is why BLANCO have created solutions for all spaces, 

designs for all tastes and innovations in materials and 

finishes that perform beautifully.

The right installation method for 

every requirement. Undermount 

bowl installation provides a flawless 

look. Highly practical inset products 

offer flexibility while our tailor-made 

STEELART® worktops with integrated 

bowls present precision and expertise. 

Coordinated solutions for life in the 

kitchen means you can achieve 

something extraordinary.

60% Sink

25% Stove/Hob

15% Rest

Time spent in the kitchen:

BLANCO turns a sink 
into a creative hub.
Quality and comfort for the  
heart of the kitchen.
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BLANCO sinks and taps have been recognised by many top industry and design awards.

Welcome to BLANCO

Premium kitchen sinks, taps, waste 

management systems and accessories  

by BLANCO. 

Designed and engineered in Germany, 

our products are globally renowned for 

exceptional quality, first-class aesthetics, 

functional superiority and a versatile range to 

suit all kitchen styles. 

For 95 years we have continued to develop 

our products to enhance changing lifestyles, 

always delivering the best in design and 

innovation. 

The recognition we receive, from industry 

marks of excellence and awards from design 

associations, are testament to our passion for 

quality and design.

Sink: CRONOS XL 8-IF, Stainless Steel
Tap: BLANCOCULINA-S, Stainless Steel

EvOL-S volume tap. Winner of the 2019 Designer 
Kitchen & Bathroom Gold Award for Innovation.

Recognised for quality, 
design & innovation.
BLANCO sets new standards.

2019

Innovation in 
Kitchen Product Design

2019

Innovation in 
Kitchen Product Design
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BLANCO materials

Classic. Timeless. Beautiful. 
BLANCO Stainless Steel sinks and bowls. 

With over 95 years’ experience in kitchen technology, 

design and manufacturing, BLANCO offers the ultimate in 

Stainless Steel quality and craftsmanship. A Stainless Steel 

sink is classic, timeless and integrates beautifully in any 

kitchen environment.

Stainless Steel has a natural appeal with excellent 

characteristics that make it the perfect material for kitchen 

sinks.

BLANCO only uses the highest quality, selected in accordance 

with specific criteria and is subject to strict quality checks. 

The results are first-class BLANCO Stainless Steel sinks that  

meet the highest requirements for material, functionality  

and design. BLANCO Stainless Steel sinks are made to last  

a lifetime.

Sink: ANDANO 340/180-IF, Stainless Steel   
Tap: CARENA-S, Chrome

Accessory: Colander Stainless Steel

Premium quality

BLANCO uses only the highest quality

Stainless Steel. Rigorous quality checks 

and finishing processes ensure that 

every sink is pure quality.

Safe for food use

Stainless Steel affects neither the 

appearance nor the flavour of food. 

Hygienic

BLANCO Stainless Steel is smooth 

and pore-free. The use of Stainless 

Steel in the food industry stands for its 

exceptional hygienic properties.

Robust

Stainless Steel is robust. Any dishes 

that drop onto it will not break easily as 

impacts are absorbed.

Easy care

Stainless Steel products by BLANCO 

retain their value and brilliance for 

decades with the minimum care.

Resistant

High-quality BLANCO Stainless Steel 

has a natural resistance to common 

household acids and stains e.g. coffee, 

tea, fruits and vegetables.

Heat-resistant and non-fading

Stainless Steel is heat-resistant to

300°C and will not change even in

extended sunlight.

Self-healing

Stainless Steel is constantly renewing 

itself. The self-healing surface, known as 

the passive layer, regenerates constantly 

under the influence of oxygen.

Rustproof

Properly maintained Stainless Steel will 

not rust. Any flecks that form on the 

surface are extraneous rust, and can 

easily be removed.

Inset: Frame sits on top of work surface. These sinks are 

compatible with any work surface, including laminate. 

Undermount: Installed underneath the worktop. For 

solid surface worktops such as granite or solid wood.

Belfast: Belfast sinks are installed either ‘dropped-on’ to 

a purpose-built cabinet or by using installation brackets.

Sink style options

IF and IF/A: Unique 1mm flat edge profile. 

IF: The 1mm edge of the sink sits flat on  

the worktop.

IFU: Suitable for both inset and undermount  

installation.
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BLANCO materials

Bowl: CLARON 500-U, Stainless Steel Durinox®

Work surface: Bespoke, STEELART® worktop in Durinox® finish

For a real impact piece in your kitchen design, a 
sweeping expanse of perfectly formed Stainless 
Steel is simply stunning.

Right angle corners and perpendicular lines 
become a possibility when hand-crafting 
Stainless Steel.

Shot blasting technology that BLANCO has 
adapted from the aerospace industry.

Ultra stylish and uber-practical, STEELART® 
expertise means delicate details, as with the rim 
of the ATTIKA, become possible. 

Durinox® is soft to the touch, like velvet and 
surprisingly warm. Its muted reflective surface 
gives it an aesthetic subtlety. 

Unlike formed sinks and bowls, the expertise 
that goes into STEELART® means we can 
achieve zero radius corners.

The stunning CLARON family of Durinox® 
undermount and inset bowls feature corners with 
a gentle radius for a contemporary look. 

Even the BLANCO range of accessories has 
been given a STEELART® upgrade in the form of 
this separate drainer.

marks are less visible on a Durinox® Stainless 
Steel surface because objects come into contact 
with less surface area.

The CRONOS range of undermount or inset 
farmhouse style, apron fronted bowls bring a 
country classic right up to date.

The ZEROX range of undermount bowls in 
Durinox® offer zero radius corners for a truly 
modern look.

It’s all in the detail. Perfectly crafted STEELART® sinks 

and bowls are produced from a single sheet of premium 

quality 304 series, 18-gauge Stainless Steel by our highly 

experienced team in Germany. 

The hand-crafting process, rather than the faster and more 

common machining processes, allow our design team to  

really express themselves. 

From bespoke, made-to-measure Stainless Steel work 

surfaces to sinks, bowls and even a modern reinvention of 

the apron-fronted farmhouse style. The BLANCO design team 

have used bolder shapes, stronger lines, zero radius corners 

and even included some customisable elements. BLANCO 

STEELART® really is, kitchen design at its finest.  

BLANCO STEELART® presents a unique material 

innovation in the form of Durinox®. With its pure Stainless  

Steel surface, finished using state-of-the-art technology, 

Durinox® is visually beautiful, tactile and durable. Compared to 

conventional Stainless Steel, the surface is more resistant to 

scratches and less susceptible to fingerprints making it easier 

to care for and clean. 

How is Durinox® surface created?

The unique surface is made with shot 

blasting technology, as used in the 

aerospace industry. During the process, 

1 billion steel balls are blasted at 

almost 200mph into a stainless steel 

sheet. The result is that the blasted 

stainless steel is twice as hard as 

conventional stainless steel, and has 

a distinctive, soft and elegant look.

Kitchen design at its finest.
BLANCO STEELART®.

A beautifully practical revolution.
Durinox® by BLANCO STEELART®.

Sink: CRONOS XL 8-IF, Stainless Steel 
Tap: BLANCOCULINA-S Duo, Chrome

The benefits of Durinox® at a glance: 

•  Enhanced scratch-resistance: over twice as hard as 

conventional Stainless Steel surfaces

•  Less impervious to fingerprints than conventional  

Stainless Steel surfaces 

• Easy to care for and clean
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BLANCO materials

Easy-care

Stains and signs of use can be removed 

easily with a scouring sponge and water.

Impact-resistant

The tremendous impact resistance 

protects the sink against damage,  

e.g. by a falling saucepan.

Acid-resistant

SILGRANIT® PuraDur® is resistant to 

acidic household cleaning products  

and foods.

Heat-resistant

Sinks made of SILGRANIT® PuraDur® 

are heat-resistant to 280°C.

Safe for food use

All kinds of foods can be prepared 

directly on the SILGRANIT® PuraDur® 

sink.

Pleasantly natural

The silky-smooth surface and very 

finely-pored closed surface create a soft 

stone-like character that is wonderful to 

the touch.

Scratch-resistant

Extremely strong and scratch-proof.

SILGRANIT® PuraDur® is not damaged  

by the normal use of knives.

Hygienic

Hygiene+Plus is a shield against dirt and 

bacteria, and makes cleaning easier.

Non-fading

The colour also remains unchanged 

even in direct sunlight.

SILGRANIT® PuraDur® colours

Coffee

Black† Anthracite Rock Grey Pearl GreyAlumetallic

WhiteTartufo Jasmin

Concrete-style:
distinctive and ontrend. 
The SILGRANIT® PuraDur® 
colour for upmarket kitchen 
design.

NEW

Unsurpassed.
BLANCO SILGRANIT® PuraDur®. 

The best made even better.

SILGRANIT® PuraDur® strikes the perfect balance between 

strength and beauty. It is easy to care for because of its 

resistance to stains, marks and limescale. 

SILGRANIT® is wonderfully tactile, a smooth and silky 

stone-like surface that is warm to the touch and available in 

a range of contemporary colours with the identical surface 

characteristics that combine perfectly with the rest of your 

kitchen choices.

Long-lasting and unbeatably easy to look after thanks 

to the advances BLANCO has made in the production of 

SILGRANIT® PuraDur®. The material offers an ease of care 

unsurpassed by other coloured composite sinks. Unsurpassed 

scratch resistance, heat-resistance to 280°C and resistance to 

damage in domestic use.

SILGRANIT® PuraDur® guarantees 100% suitability for food 

use, 100% household cleaning product resistance and the 

colour will not fade. The patented hygiene protection formula 

Hygiene+Plus is a shield against dirt and bacteria making the 

material antibacterial and safe for food preparation.

Sink: mETRA XL 6 S, SILGRANIT® PuraDur®, White 
Tap: BLANCOCULINA-S, Chrome
Accessory: Plastic corner caddy

†Black SILGRANIT® PuraDur® available Summer 2020
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BLANCO materials

Sink: BELFAST, Ceramic, Crystal White 
Tap: vICUS® Bridge twin lever, Chrome

Unbeatably easy to clean 

Due to its smooth surface, BLANCO 

Ceramic is naturally easy to clean, so 

little effort is required.

Non-fading

The colours of BLANCO Ceramic 

products never change, even in direct 

sunlight, but retain their original beauty 

for many years to come.

Acid-resistant

Whether vinegar, lemon juice or 

beetroot, standard domestic acids, lyes 

and other substances leave no traces 

and cannot cause any damage.

PuraPlus® coating

The PuraPlus® coating makes the 

surface even easier to clean. Dirt finds 

it almost impossible to adhere to the 

surface.

High blow and impact-resistant

BLANCO Ceramic is a strong, dense 

natural material that can easily cope  

with the usual domestic sink activities.

Certified quality

Regular voluntary quality tests confirm 

the high standards that apply to the 

material and design.

Scratch and cut-proof

Thanks to the strong, hard surface, 

using the sink never leaves any marks 

(except when Ceramic knives are used).

Heat and cold-resistant

BLANCO Ceramic sinks are fired at over 

1200°C, so hot pots and pans of up 

to 280°C can safely be placed in or on 

them.

Hygienic and suitable for food 

preparation

The surface is hygienic and neutral 

in taste and odour, which has been 

confirmed in tests by the ISEGA Institute.

The loveliest combination 
of nature and design. 
BLANCO Ceramic. 

Sinks and bowls made of BLANCO Ceramic create a warm, 

homely atmosphere. They are stylish and appealing with their 

flowing lines and glazed surfaces.

BLANCO Ceramic blends perfectly with both traditional 

kitchens as well as modern designs – either to provide a 

contrast or to match existing colours and shapes, whatever 

your preference.

*available on limited ranges 
**only available on BELFAST

Our latest colour addition Lava Grey, exclusively 
for the BELFAST sink, bringing a new, contemporary 
update to a country-style ceramic classic.

Ceramic colours

*BasaltCrystal White *Black **Lava Grey*magnolia

NEW
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Bowls in SILGRANIT® PuraDur® Black create a high-contrast effect when 
paired with white worktops and brass mixer taps.

must-have design element: the LINEE-S in SILGRANIT®-look Black will be 
available Summer 2020.

must-have design element: BLANCO mixer taps in SILGRANIT®-Look black.

New innovations

For aficionados of top-end design, personally planning 

a kitchen with black elements can represent either 

the ultimate expression of confidence or of elegant 

understatement. SILGRANIT® PuraDur® Black from BLANCO 

is a new colour with captivating depth, opening up a vast  

array of design options for creating high-contrast kitchens  

or timeless elegance. 

SILGRANIT® PuraDur® Black creates two breathtaking 

effects: it sets strong accents in kitchens with pale worktops 

and furniture, while capturing the sense of restrained luxury 

in completely black kitchens. Thanks to its subtle depth, 

new Black from BLANCO leaves scope for creating a unique 

impression – combine it with furniture, vases, lighting, pictures 

SILGRANIT® PuraDur® Black features optimised material 

properties: the deep Black from BLANCO impressively boasts 

the advanced characteristics of the SILGRANIT® PuraDur® 

material, which is extremely scratch-proof, heat-resistant 

and resistant to acid damage and breakage. The fine-pored 

surface of the material is impervious to water, dirt, limescale 

and even metal abrasion. This keeps BLANCO’s graceful 

Black looking impeccable, despite daily kitchen use. 

Elegant understatement: sink and mixer tap in SILGRANIT® PuraDur® Black nestle perfectly into dark worktops.

and more. Black is a way of visually grounding an interior, 

whether used as the main aesthetic or as a frame to let other 

colours breathe. SILGRANIT® PuraDur® Black unites all of the 

interior elements with a sense of calm, poise and elegance.

Enhances almost any style of interior design with 

SILGRANIT® PuraDur® Black. Our full range of PuraDur® 

sinks and bowl designs are available in the sumptuous 

new SILGRANIT® PuraDur® Black, and soon a range of 

SILGRANIT®-look taps will add to the design options with 

essential design elements to create a flawless interplay of 

shades, providing expressive accents or a captivating overall 

impact. 

Impressively elegant.  
Remarkably intense.
Sinks and bowls in Black, defining kitchen design.

NEW
Summer  

2020

Available from Summer 2020, new SILGRANIT® PuraDur® 

Black is worth the wait. Our full range of SILGRANIT® 

PuraDur® sinks, bowls and selected SILGRANIT®-look mixer 

taps will be available in the stunning new colour.
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New innovations

Sink: mETRA XL 6 S,  
SILGRANIT® PuraDur® in Concrete Style  

Tap: CATRIS-S Flexo, Black matt

The Black matt finish from BLANCO is timelessly beautiful. Unobtrusive yet 

striking. Adding black metalwork and detailing to interior design can be found 

more and more often outside of its city loft and industrial property conversion 

roots. The hard-wearing, uniform powder coating gives a compelling depth of 

colour that accentuates the shape of the mixer tap.

A semi-professional mixer tap in a classic design, bound to delight enthusiastic 

home cooks. Sporting an array of practical features: the flexible high-pressure 

spout is surrounded by a durable hose and has a maneuverable pull-out spray. 

In addition, the practical dual spray allows you to switch from a steam to a jet 

spray at the touch of a button. The new Black matt finish makes this already 

impressive tap look like it was born from the furnaces of heavy industry.

LINUS-S Black matt.

CATRIS-S Flexo Black matt.

The LINUS-S has been one of BLANCO’s most popular range of mixer taps for 

a number of years. This is due, in no small part, to its contemporary design: the 

wide cylindrical base with its transverse control lever exudes stability, without 

appearing bulky. With an extending spray, the LINUS-S offers greater flexibility 

for kitchen tasks. The new Black matt finish takes the ever-popular LINUS design 

and gives it an urban, industrial revamp. 

A harmony of contrasts.
Black matt – timelessly beautiful 

Urban industrial in a contemporary tap with all the modern conveniences – 
LINUS-S in Black matt.

Created to excel in pressure situations the CATRIS-S range are born to 
perform.

The classic styling of ENvOY is emphasised 
in Black matt with chrome accents.

NEW

NEW
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New innovations

 

VOLUME

Superbly measured. 
Superbly precise.
BLANCO EvOL-S volume.

100°C instant filtered. 
Engineered to be better.
BLANCO TAmPERA Hot.

Tap: EvOL-S volume, Stainless finish UltraResist®

HOT

NEW NEW

Tap: TAmPERA Hot, Chrome

The specification busting TAmPERA Hot system is designed to leave plenty 
of space in a standard 600mm cabinet.

Not only does the EvOL-S volume deliver precisely the amount of water 
you need, with the additional benefit of a pull-out spray, you can make 
sure it goes exactly where you want it to.

The BLANCO TAMPERA Hot with five-stage filtration 

and titanium boiler as standard. Why choose the 

BLANCO TAmPERA Hot? It’s quite simple really. 

Instant, beautifully filtered, 100°C boiling water at the twist 

of a child-safe lever from an ultra-safe, super-hygienic and 

taste free titanium boiler, delivered through an insulated 

spout that doesn’t get hot. With a five-stage filtration 

system and a digital Flowmeter as standard, not as an 

optional extra like many other competitors. The TAmPERA 

Hot has simply been engineered to be better.

blanco.co.uk/tampera

The BLANCO EVOL-S Volume delivers the exact amount 

of water you want at the touch of a button. Thanks to 

its integrated measuring function, simply set your required 

quantity using the rotary control and get precisely that 

amount of water with the intuitive touch-button.

Follow recipes with ease, create healthy juice drinks or 

simply fill the kettle with just the water you need, saving 

energy along the way!

blanco.co.uk/evol
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New innovations

Tastes good. 
Feels great.
BLANCO FONTAS-S II Filter.

Impressively engineered. 
Inspiringly innovative.
BLANCO SOLENTA-S Senso.

SENSO

Tap: SOLENTA-S Senso, Stainless finish UltraResist®Tap: FONTAS-S II Filter, Chrome

With a five-stage BWT filter, the FONTAS II family offer beautifully purified 
water and the spray version makes clean living that little bit easier. 

The clever sensor control makes a huge difference to daily life – all of a 
sudden you don’t need that extra pair of hands.

NEW NEW

The BLANCO FONTAS-S II Filter is one of the smartest 

filter taps available. It’s rare to find a pull-out spout spray 

tap that delivers hot and cold flow plus freshly filtered 

water via separate nozzles.

The spout allows flexible use around the sink, making it 

easy to fill household appliances like your kettle or coffee 

machine reservoir with pure, filtered water. 

A fresh solution that simply tastes great! Available in 

Chrome or Stainless finish UltraResist® and with or 

without the pull-out spray.

blanco.co.uk/fontas

The semi-professional kitchen tap just got promoted, 

in the shape of the SOLENTA-S Senso from BLANCO.

Control the water with a wave of your hand, or pot, or pan. 

A smart tap that is setting new standards with its innovative 

sensor technology, start-stop function and dual-jet spray. 

The intelligent motion sensor activates and deactivates the 

water flow completely touch-free.

Keep germs at bay by simply waving your hand under the 

sensor, keeping dirty fingers off the tap control lever.

blanco.co.uk/solenta

FILTER
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The combination of different materials signal ‘industrial chic’. Expressive 
wood, black metal finishes, steel and Concrete elements create a unique 
composition, complemented by the PLEON bowl range, now available in 
industrial Concrete-style.

The mETRA sink range is modern, versatile, popular and usable in all sorts 
of spaces. It is just as striking in Concrete-style, with a large amount of 
surface on display – the mETRA is a perfect platform to showcase this  
new SILGRANIT® finish. 

New innovations

Super durable SILGRANIT® PuraDur®  

is now also available in a unique  

Concrete-style. Whether you are creating a 

modern Scandinavian, urban-style or an  

industrial inspired space – our new 

Concrete-style sinks fit the bill. 

The authentic Concrete shade provides a 

constant source of fascination. Its distinctive 

appearance seems to change as you move 

around it – the matt, polished and satin areas  

catch and refract the light beautifully.

Every sink is unique, and no colour gradient is 

exactly the same. A contemporary, standalone 

piece that dovetails perfectly with architectural 

concepts and modern spacial design.

Concrete-style SILGRANIT® PuraDur® 

combines ease of care and robust material 

properties with a striking appearance 

and wonderfully tactile feel.

Discover the creative possibilities of  

Concrete-style SILGRANIT® sinks and bowls  

at blanco.co.uk/concrete

PLEON 5

PLEON 6 

PLEON 6 Split 

The selected models from the 

ETAGON range fit perfectly into 

natural, subtle Scandinavian 

designs that combine pale 

wood and Concrete. This multi-

functional range and the unique 

Concrete-style finish are also 

ideal for smaller kitchens.

ETAGON 6 

ETAGON 8 

mETRA 45 S 

mETRA 6 S 

mETRA XL 6 S 

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Concrete-style:  
distinctive and on-trend.
Our new SILGRANIT® PuraDur® 
colour simulates the unique texture 
and appearance of Concrete.

NEW
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New innovations

For a timeless touch in a country kitchen, the BELFAST 

sink is an ideal choice. made from traditional fireclay and 

hand-finished in a deep glaze, the BELFAST Ceramic sink is 

a kitchen classic. 

In the brand new Lava Grey colour, the BELFAST is a 

centerpiece for the modern country look. Bringing the 

traditional and ever-popular BELFAST right up to date. 

Sink features:

• Deep and practical bowl for your largest pots and pans

• High-quality Ceramic material

• Perfect for creating a modern country kitchen

Country cottage.
Refreshed.
BLANCO BELFAST.

The new performance class.
BLANCO CLASSImO.

Sink: BELFAST, Ceramic, Lava Grey 
Tap: vICUS® Single lever spray, Chrome

NEW
COLOUR

BELFAST colours

Crystal White Lava Grey Crystal White or brand new Lava Grey, the BELFAST is a classic sink for 
country kitchens everywhere.

NEW

Sink: CLASSImO XL 6 S-IF, Stainless Steel  
Tap: LINUS-S, Chrome

NEW

Sink features:

•  Classic features interpreted in a modern design

•  High quality fittings with the concealed C-overflow™ and InFino® 

drainage system with the flat and intuitive BLANCO PushControl® 

pop-up remote control button

•  Large XL basin for extra space and practicality

•  Elegant IF flat edge for a minimal impact installation

•  Reversible installation

•  A range of practical optional accessories are available

Supplied with the elegant and intuitive BLANCO PushControl® pop-up remote 
control button.

CLASSImO 45 S-IF 

CLASSImO 6 S-IF 

CLASSImO XL 6 S-IF 

NEW

NEW
NEW
COLOUR
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Soak the stubborn dirt from potatoes whilst letting those freshly picked  
and rinsed herbs drain as you prepare the vegetables.

Larger format bowls open up even more options to prepare food with 
ease, keeping the whole process contained. 

Highlights

Finished the task at hand? Hide the colander away under the thin-profile 
food board which sits perfectly across the bowl.

Washing up made easy with the addition of a mobile drainer and the 
versatile combination ETAGON ledge and rails.

Sink: ETAGON 500-U, SILGRANIT® PuraDur®, Tartufo  
Tap: PANERA-S, Brushed Stainless Steel

Accessory: Stainless Steel ETAGON rails (included)

Three is the magic number.
Three tiers, three materials and three installation methods. Cleverly 

designed bowls in a range of installation options, an integrated ledge 

and ingenious rails that create a new working level, and super-practical 

BLANCO accessories. Three things that will turn your kitchen sink into 

a space-saving, time-saving, creative hub.

ETAGON: the ultra-versatile range of three-level sinks.

Multiple working levels: 

1. Bowl level – for rinsing, washing and general use  

2. Ledge and rail level – for draining, drying and soaking  

3. Surface level – for preparation and serving

Quality material choices: 

1. Stainless Steel  

2. SILGRANIT® PuraDur®  

3. Ceramic PuraPlus®

Installation options: 

1. Undermount – fitted below your work surface  

2. Inset – mounted, with a rim, into the worktop  

3. Inset flush – set into the worktop (Stainless Steel only)

Rinse, drain and prepare food or wash, soak and dry dirty dishes 

at the same time. Keep the water and clutter contained within the 

three levels of the sink space, thanks to ingenious accessories, the 

innovative rails and integrated ledge designed into ETAGON sinks.

One bowl, two rails, three levels.
BLANCO ETAGON.
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The space-saving, time-saving, creative hub.
The multi-level system creates convenience through clever  

and unique functionality. ETAGON extends the simple bowl 

with a ledge detail, a pair of rails and a host of perfectly 

matched accessories. The ETAGON bowl design has all  

the versatility of a sink with a drainer, yet requires much  

less space. 

The integrated ledge combined with the specially developed 

ETAGON rails creates three working levels in and around the 

modern bowl. Placed in the centre, the rails will accommodate 

items such as pans and steam cooking containers. When the 

chopping board is placed on top, vegetables can be handled 

while other ingredients are rinsed in the bowl. Baking trays  

can be easily washed in the large individual bowls.

Sink: ETAGON 700-U, SILGRANIT® PuraDur®, Anthracite  
Tap: BLANCOCULINA-S, Stainless Steel finish

Accessory: Stainless Steel ETAGON rails (included)

Highlights

The heat-resistant ETAGON rails can also be  
used as a trivet.

Perfect for placing kitchen utensils, e.g. lids and  
bottles.

Baking trays can be easily soaked and cleaned
in the spacious individual bowl.

Your choice of colour and material. The wonderfully  

versatile ETAGON range comes in an equally diverse range  

of material and colour options. 

Choose from classic Stainless Steel, four colours of  

Ceramic, ten colours of SILGRANIT® PuraDur® and now 

the inset mounted ETAGON is available in our brand new 

Concrete-style stone composite.

An installation method to suit you. The hugely practical 

inset style sinks are built with a frame that sits on top of the 

work surface.

many Stainless Steel ETAGON sinks can also be flushmount, 

this is where the frame is inset into the surface to sit flush  

with the worktop – also available with or without a tap ledge  

at the back. 

The third option is the increasingly popular and visually  

low-impact undermount installation method.

ETAGON SILGRANIT® PuraDur® comes in ten colours and now the inset 
sink is also available in our new Concrete-style.

Undermount options are perfect for use with worktops in natural or 
composite stone materials, ceramic, metal or glass.

Sink: ETAGON 500-IF/A, Stainless Steel 
Tap: PANERA-S, Brushed Stainless Steel

Accessories: Stainless Steel ETAGON rails (included) and  
BLANCO SensorControl® Blue automated pop up control

Brilliant:  
the three-tier  
sink system.
BLANCO ETAGON.
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The CLARON Durinox® bowl models with integrated tap ledge are all 
equipped with the intuitive BLANCO PushControl® pop-up remote control 
button and the InFino® plug and strainer system. 

The velvety-matt Durinox® surface is a real all-rounder:  
more scratch-resistant, easy-care and easy to clean.

CLARON 500-IF/A, Stainless Steel Durinox®

The CLARON family, designed and hand-crafted by 

BLANCO STEELART® experts, are now available in 

Durinox®. The stunning clean lines of the CLARON bowls 

boast a delicate 10mm radius corner detail, creating a 

harmonious design and softened shapes. 

The wonderfully tactile Durinox® surface has a soft, velvety feel 

that adds to the aesthetics with muted reflections. It‘s also  

tougher, more scratch resistant and easier to keep looking 

stunning than standard Stainless Steel.

The benefits of Durinox® at a glance:

•  Unique material innovation: specially finished surface  

with velvety-matt look and homogeneous structure                                                                                                                           

•  Enhanced scratch-resistance: over twice as hard as 

conventional Stainless Steel surfaces               

•  Less impervious to fingerprints than conventional  

Stainless Steel surfaces                                              

• Easy to care for and clean

Highlights

The elegant CLARON Durinox® bowl also comes in a number of 
undermount versions. 

The CLARON IF/A features a Durinox® bowl with a rim and tap ledge 
finished in brushed Stainless Steel. Ideal to match our range of  
Stainless Steel taps.

Bowl: CLARON 500-IF/A and 700-IF/A, Stainless Steel Durinox®

Tap: PANERA-S, Brushed Stainless Steel

Perfect design and function.
CLARON bowl with Durinox® surface.
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Custom worktop: Durinox® Stainless Steel with SolidEdge design
Integrated bowl: SUBLINE 500-U, SILGRANIT® PuraDur®, Anthracite    

Tap: LINUS-S, SILGRANIT®-look, Anthracite

Discover the art of combining materials and finishes with STEELART®. 
The latest arrival is a custom-made Stainless Steel  

worktop in Durinox® finish with a harmoniously integrated  

flush undermount bowl from the SUBLINE range in  

SILGRANIT® PuraDur®.

The elegant bowl, featuring strong lines and a silky,  

stone-like surface, flows almost seamlessly into the worktop. 

The dark Anthracite SUBLINE bowl appears in contrast to  

the velvety-matt Stainless Steel surface of the worktop.  

This unique combination of materials is striking and exclusive 

to BLANCO. 

The SUBLINE bowl, specially adapted for integration into 

STEELART® worktops, is designed for installation into the 

60cm cabinet.

Highlights

An exciting yet harmonious mix of materials: Anthracite bowl in 
SILGRANIT® PuraDur® combined with the velvety-matt Durinox®  
Stainless Steel surface. 

The SUBLINE bowl is mounted almost flush with the worktop to create a 
precision detail.

Mixed materials – contrast and complement.

Stainless Steel is cold and unforgiving right? It is utilitarian, 

industrial and medical, isn‘t it? Take another look, it 

actually absorbs and reflects its surroundings, becoming 

part of the ambiance of the space.

Here, the Stainless Steel worktop should be in contrast 

to the wood grains yet it seems to complement them 

effortlessly. The mixed metals gel as the work surface 

gently reflects the golds from above. While the Anthracite 

of the bowl and mixer tap create negative space by 

contrasting the work surface powerfully.  

An elegant play of materials.
BLANCO Durinox® bespoke worktop with integrated
SILGRANIT® PuraDur® undermount bowl.
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Sink: vILLAE® Farmhouse single, Ceramic, Crystal White 
Tap: vICUS® Bridge twin lever, Brushed Brass

The vILLAE® double Farmhouse bowl features a central tap ledge so you 
can choose if you put the tap there or on the work surface. 

The large format of the single bowl vILLAE® Farmhouse is perfect for large 
pots, pans and even pets.

The bowl and a half and the bowl and a third vILLAE® bowls can be fitted 
undermount or inset into the worktop.

Whether you opt for the apron-front or the integrated installation options, 
the vILLAE® exudes period charm.

Highlights

Country classic – vILLAE® Ceramic sinks.
If your style is more traditional than modern, and you want that sought-after country 

farmhouse look, consider one of the BLANCO vILLAE® range.

Available in a variety of styles and sizes including the large, apron-fronted single or 

double bowl farmhouse sinks or the bowl and a half and bowl and a third options 

that can be installed either inset or undermount. 

VILLAE® range

Perfect partners – vICUS® traditional taps.
The stunning elegant design of the vICUS® family ensures these taps will be the 

centerpiece of your kitchen design. Engineered to the highest standards, the range 

features swivel spouts, period styled levers and detailing. The single lever model 

features a pull-out spray – for an extra touch of modern convenience. The family 

is available in a range of traditional finishes from chrome right through to brushed 

brass. 

Farmhouse double

Bridge twin lever Twin lever Single lever spray

Farmhouse single Bowl and half Bowl and third

VICUS® coloursVICUS® range

Chrome Pewter

Brushed 
Copper

Brushed 
Brass

Traditional elegance.
modern sophistication.
vILLAE® Farmhouse sinks and 
vICUS® traditional taps.
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Perfect ease of care. InFino® can be dismantled 
into only two components for easy cleaning: the 
plug in the outlet and the strainer.

Unique control. The strainer is always central and 
always remains flush whether opened or closed.

Extremely easy to clean thanks to the almost 
flush integration with no rims or edges.

InFino® plug and strainer system

Highlights

BLANCO ETAGON 500-U, SILGRANIT® PuraDur®, Pearl Grey

InFino® is the innovative strainer and waste system for BLANCO sinks.  

The stylish and contemporary design offers a streamlined look, while the  

impressive functionality and ease of control of the InFino® strainer sets  

new standards.

The superior strainer:

• Elegant design

• Flushmount design

• Unique intuitive control concept; optionally with remote control

• Service-friendly construction thanks to fast and simple valve installation

Intuitive control concept. In the manual version, the outflow is opened 

and closed by turning the InFino® strainer to the right or left. In contrast to 

other up-and-down waste options, this does not change the position of the 

strainer and the perfect looks of the sink centre are always maintained as it 

stays flush within the base of the bowl. 

Sinks with the new InFino® strainer system are shown with the following 

icons to suite the type of drain system.

InFino® and SILGRANIT® PuraDur® – unique flush feel.

InFino® and Ceramic – expression of exclusivity.Optionally with pop-up remote control. The  
remote controlled version may be fitted at any time.

BLANCO InFino®.  
Perfectly integrated strainer  
and waste system.

InFino® with remote control InFino® manual
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NEW NEW

Stacked up, the foldable grid will easily sit in a 
drawer or the unit space beneath the sink.

Wet fingers or wearing cleaning gloves?  
No problem – touch tap or turn to activate the 
InFino® strainer. 

Laid out flat as a trivet on the work surface or a 
drainer/drying rack placed over the bowl.

Low profile, minimal design is easy to clean and 
easy to use. 

Pitch up the grid in the middle to create a secure 
space for delicate or awkward items. 

Little details and features like SensorControl® 
Blue come from BLANCO’s 95 years of expertise 
in Stainless Steel.

It’s often clever accessories that make everyday kitchen 

tasks so much more convenient. The new foldable grid is 

one such accessory, an all-rounder that is ideal as a draining 

rack or as additional space for placing things to drain, dry or 

cool above the bowl – and it makes a practical addition and 

trivet for the work surface too.

Are you looking for something a bit more advanced?  

How about upgrading your sink features to fit in with the  

smart solutions in your high-tech kitchen? We have developed 

just what you need in the form of the elegant SensorControl® 

Blue. Open and shut your InFino strainer waste with just a 

touch, turn or press of the SensorControl® Blue, even with  

wet fingers. 

The foldable grid is made of high-quality Stainless Steel rods, 

connected by flexible, slip-proof silicon strips. This makes it 

stable, but also flexible: for instance, it can be set up in a  

zig-zag, allowing wine glasses to be laid in a secure tilted 

position to dry. When it is not being used, it can be folded up 

to save space and stowed at the edge of the sink or in the 

base cabinet.

• Modern sensor control with blue lighting ring

• Durable, high-quality Stainless Steel

• Elegant, flat design

• Works with wet fingers or when wearing gloves

• Low power consumption and easy to clean

• For use with the BLANCO InFino® strainer system

Flexible, convenient, clever.  
BLANCO foldable grid for sinks and bowls.

The smart choice.  
BLANCO SensorControl® Blue.

BLANCO SensorControl® Blue automated pop-up remote controlFoldable grid

Highlights
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Classic. Timeless. Beautiful. 
Stainless Steel sinks and bowls. 

With 95 years’ experience in kitchen technology, design 

and manufacturing, BLANCO offers the ultimate in Stainless 

Steel quality and craftsmanship. A Stainless Steel sink is 

classic and timeless, and integrates beautifully in any kitchen 

environment.

Stainless Steel has a natural appeal with excellent 

characteristics that makes it the perfect material for  

kitchen sinks.

BLANCO only uses the highest quality Stainless Steel that is  

selected in accordance with specific criteria and is subject to  

strict quality checks. 

The results are first-class BLANCO Stainless Steel sinks that  

meet the highest requirements for material, functionality  

and design. BLANCO Stainless Steel sinks are made to last  

a lifetime.

Range inspiration

BLANCO Stainless Steel sinks

ANDANO inset sinks blanco.co.uk/andano

AXIS III inset sinks blanco.co.uk/axis

AXIS III 5 S-IF

915 x 510 x 175/60mm

AXIS III 6 S-IF

1000 x 510 x 175/110mm

ANDANO XL 6 S-IF Compact

860 x 500 x 210mm

ANDANO XL 6 S-IF

1000 x 500 x 210mm

Sink: AXIS III 6 S-IF, Stainless Steel  
Tap: CARENA-S vario, Chrome

Accessory: Food board Walnut wood 

UNI

RHB RHB

LHB LHB

min. cabinet width (cm) UNI Universal handing     Full icon key on page 69InFino® manualIF flat rim or flush mount 

RHB

LHB

CLASSIC Pro inset sinks blanco.co.uk/classicpro

CLASSIMO inset sinks blanco.co.uk/classimo

BLANCODELTA inset sink blanco.co.uk/delta

CLASSIC Pro 45 S-IF 

CLASSIMO 45 S-IF

860 x 510 x 170mm

800 x 500 x 205mm

CLASSIC Pro 5 S-IF 

CLASSIMO 6 S-IF

915 x 510 x 170/38.5mm

1000 x 500 x 205/145mm

CLASSIC Pro 6 S-IF

CLASSIMO XL 6 S-IF

1000 x 510 x 170/130mm

1000 x 500 x 205mm

BLANCODELTA-IF

1057 x 575 x 175/120mm

NEW

RHB

UNI

UNI

UNI

UNI

UNI

UNI
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DIVON inset sinks blanco.co.uk/divon

Range inspiration

BLANCO Stainless Steel sinks

DIVON II 5 S-IF

1000 x 510 x 195mm

DIVON II 8 S-IF 

1160 x 510 x 195/195mm

DIVON II 6 S-IF

1000 x 510 x 195/135mmRHB RHB RHB

RHB

LHB LHB LHB

UNI

UNI

UNI

UNI

UNI

UNI UNI

UNI

UNI UNI

BLANCO Stainless Steel sinks

LEMIS 45 S-IF

860 x 500 x 205mm

LANTOS inset sinks blanco.co.uk/lantos

LEMIS inset sinks blanco.co.uk/lemis

LANTOS XL 6 S-IF

1000 x 500 x 160mm

LANTOS 5 S-IF

940 x 490 x 155/42mm

LANTOS 9 E-IF

930 x 510 x 160/30mm

LANTOS XL 6 S-IF Compact

780 x 500 x 160mm

LANTOS 6-IF

593 x 488 x 160/130mm

LEMIS  XL 6 S-IF

1000 x 500 x 205mm

LEMIS 6 S-IF

1000 x 500 x 205/145mm

LANTOS 45 S-IF Salto

860 x 500 x 160mm

LANIS inset sinks blanco.co.uk/lanis

LANIS 45 S 

860 x 500 x 160mm

LANIS 6 S

950 x 500 x 160mm

min. cabinet width (cm)     Full icon key on page 69InFino® manualInFino® remote controlIF flat rim or flush mount 

LIVIT 45 S Salto

860 x 500 x 155mm

LIVIT XL 5 S 

1000 x 500 x 155mm

LIVIT inset sinks blanco.co.uk/livit

LIVIT 6 S

1000 x 500 x 155/130mm1000 x 500 x 160mm

LIVIT XL 6 S

1000 x 500 x 160/137mm

LIVIT 6 S Centric

UNI UNI

UNIUNI

UNI

TIPO 45 S Compact

780 x 500 x 170mm

TIPO 45 S

860 x 500 x 160mm

MEDIAN inset sinks blanco.co.uk/median

TIPO inset sinks blanco.co.uk/tipo

1000 x 500 x 190/130mm 1000 x 500 x 175mm 860 x 500 x 190mm

MEDIAN 6 S-IF MEDIAN XL 6 S-IF MEDIAN 45 S-IF

TIPO 8 S

1210 x 500 x 165/165mm 950 x 500 x 160/130mm

TIPO 6 S

950 x 500 x 180mm

TIPO XL 6 S

UNI

UNI

UNI

UNI

UNI

RHB RHB RHB

LHB LHB LHB
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Range inspiration

BLANCO Stainless Steel bowls BLANCO Stainless Steel bowls

ANDANO undermount and inset bowls blanco.co.uk/andano

ANDANO undermount and inset bowls blanco.co.uk/andano

ANDANO inset bowls with tap ledge blanco.co.uk/andano

ANDANO 180-U /-IF

U: 180 x 400 x 130mm 
IF: 220 x 440 x 130mm

U: 340 x 400 x 190mm 
IF: 380 x 440 x 190mm

ANDANO 340-U /-IFANDANO 400-U /-IF

U: 400 x 400 x 190mm 
IF: 440 x 440 x 190mm

ANDANO 450-U /-IF

U: 450 x 400 x 190mm 
IF: 490 x 440 x 190mm

ANDANO 500-U /-IF

U: 500 x 400 x 190mm 
IF: 540 x 440 x 190mm

ANDANO 340/180-U /-IF

U: 545 x 400 x 190/130mm  
IF: 585 x 440 x 190/130mm

ANDANO 700-U /-IF

U: 700 x 400 x 190mm 
IF: 740 x 440 x 190mm

705 x 400 x 190/190mm  

ANDANO 340/340-U

ANDANO 400/400-U /-IF

U: 825 x 400 x 190/190mm   
IF: 865 x 440 x 190/190mm

705 x 400 x 190/130mm

ANDANO 500/180-U 

ANDANO 340/180-IF/A

585 x 500 x 190/130mm

ANDANO 700-IF/A

740 x 500 x 190mm

ANDANO 400/400-IF/A

865 x 500 x 190/190mm

UNI UNI

UNI

RHB

RHB

LHB

LHB

UNI UNI UNI

UNI

UNI
RHB

UNI UNI

Undermount installation     Full icon key on page 69min. cabinet width (cm)InFino® manualInFino® remote control

ANDANO 400-IF/A

440 x 500 x 190mm

ANDANO 500-IF/A

540 x 500 x 190mm

UNI UNI

Sink: ANDANO 700-U, Stainless Steel 
Tap: LINUS-S, Chrome

A symphony in 
Stainless Steel.
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BLANCO Stainless Steel bowls BLANCO Stainless Steel bowls

Range inspiration

ETAGON undermount and inset bowls blanco.co.uk/etagon

ETAGON 500-U /-IF

U: 500 x 400 x 190mm
IF: 540 x 440 x 190mm

ETAGON 700-U /-IF

U: 700 x 400 x 190mm  
IF: 740 x 440 x 190mm 

min. cabinet width (cm)     Full icon key on page 69InFino® manualInFino® remote controlIF flat rim or flush mount 

UNIUNI

SUPRA 160-U

160 x 310 x 130mm

SUPRA 180-U

180 x 340 x 130mm

SUPRA 400-IF

440 x 440 x 175mm

SUPRA 500-IF

540 x 440 x 175mm

SUPRA undermount bowls blanco.co.uk/supra

SUPRA inset bowls blanco.co.uk/supra

SUPRA 340/340-U

715 x 400  x 175/175mm

SUPRA 500-U

500 x 400 x 175mm

SUPRA 340/180-U

605 x 450 x 175mm

SUPRA 400-U

400 x 400 x 175mm

SUPRA 450-U

450 x 400 x 175mm

SUPRA 340-U

340 x 400 x 175mm

ETAGON inset bowls with tap ledge blanco.co.uk/etagon

ETAGON 500-IF/A

540 x 500 x 190mm

ETAGON 700-IF/A

700 x 400 x 190mm  

UNI UNI

UNIUNIUNI

UNI UNI

RHB

LHB

UNI UNI

UNI UNI

SUPRA 400-IF/A

440 x 500 x 175mm

SUPRA 500-IF/A

540 x 500 x 175mm

Z-STYLE XD 550-IFU

550 x 400 x 254mm  
Features an extra-deep bowl (250mm)

SUPRA inset bowls with tap ledge blanco.co.uk/supra

QUATRUS Offset undermount bowls blanco.co.uk/quatrus

Z-STYLE undermount and inset bowls blanco.co.uk/z-style

700 x 400 x 190mm 

QUATRUS 700-U Offset drain QUATRUS 550-U Offset drain

550 x 400 x 190mm

700 x 400 x 254mm  
Features an extra-deep bowl (250mm) 

Z-STYLE XD 700-IFU

UNI UNI

UNI

UNI UNI

UNI
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Range inspiration

Sink: CRONOS XL 8-IF, Stainless Steel  
Tap: BLANCOCULINA-S Duo, Chrome

Discover how our STEELART® portfolio 

transforms something simple into something 

extraordinary. Each STEELART® sink is 

superbly handcrafted from a single panel 

of premium-quality 304 series, 18-gauge 

Stainless Steel with 18/10 chrome-nickel 

content in small product runs. 

With a luxurious finish and modern design, 

our CRONOS range brings extraordinary 

style, precision and quality to kitchen design.

ZEROX

CLARON

Flat 1mm IF rim

BLANCO STEELART® in Durinox®

BLANCO STEELART® sinks

FLOW inset sinks blanco.co.uk/flow

FLOW XL 6 S-IF

1060 x 510 x 190mm

RHB

FLOW 5 S-IF

1160 x 510 x 190mm

UNI

CLARON inset sinks blanco.co.uk/claron

CLARON 6 S-IF

1000 x 510 x 190/130mm
RHB

LHB

CLARON 5 S-IF

1000 x 510 x 190mm
RHB

LHB

The art of exclusive  
kitchen design: 
BLANCO STEELART®. 

BLANCO STEELART® bowls

ATTIKA inset bowls blanco.co.uk/attika

ATTIKA 60/A

557 x 452 x 210mm

ATTIKA XL 60

520 x 420 x 210mm

UNIUNI

min. cabinet width (cm)     Full icon key on page 69IF flat rim or flush mount InFino® manualInset installation 
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Range inspiration

BLANCO STEELART® bowls BLANCO STEELART® bowls

CRONOS undermount and inset bowls blanco.co.uk/cronos

ZEROX 180-U

U: 180 x 400 x 130mm 

ZEROX 340-U

ZEROX 500-IF/A Durinox®

U: 340 x 400 x 175mm
Available in Durinox® finish

IF: 560 x 510 x 175mm
Only available in Durinox® finish

ZEROX 400-U

ZEROX 700-IF/A Durinox®

U: 400 x 400 x 175mm
Available in Durinox® finish

IF: 760 x 510 x 185mm
Only available in Durinox® finish

U: 450 x 400 x 175mm  

ZEROX 450-U

ZEROX undermount bowls blanco.co.uk/zerox

ZEROX inset bowls with tap ledge blanco.co.uk/zerox

ZEROX 400/400-U

U: 825 x 400 x 175/175mm 

ZEROX 550-U

U: 550 x 400 x 175mm  
Available in Durinox® finish

U: 545 x 400 x 175/130mm 

ZEROX 340/180-U

RHB

LHB

UNI

UNIUNI

UNI

UNI

UNI

CRONOS XL 6-U /-IF

U: 595 x 468 x 190mm  
IF: 595 x 468 x 190mm 

UNI

CRONOS XL 8-U /-IF

U: 795 x 400 x 190mm  
IF: 795 x 468 x 190mm 

UNI

ZEROX 700-U /-IF

U: 700 x 400 x 185mm 
Available in Durinox® finish
IF Durinox®: 740 x 440 x 185mm

UNI

UNI UNI

ZEROX 500-U /-IF

U: 500 x 400 x 175mm
Available in Durinox® finish
IF Durinox®: 540 x 440 x 175mm 

UNI

CLARON undermount and inset bowls blanco.co.uk/claron

CLARON 550/200-U

775 x 400 x 190/130mm RHB

LHB

CLARON 400/400-U /-IF

U: 825 x 400 x 190/190mm  
IF: 865 x 440 x 190/190mm 

UNI

CLARON 340/180-U /-IF

U: 545 x 400 x 190/130mm  
IF: 585 x 440 x 190/130mm

RHB

LHB

CLARON 550-U /-IF

U: 550 x 400 x 190mm  
IF: 590 x 440 x 190mm

UNI

CLARON XL 60-U/-IF Steamer Plus

U: 530 x 420 x 190mm  
IF: 570 x 460 x 190mm

UNI

CLARON 400-U /-IF

U: 400 x 400 x 190mm  
IF: 440 x 440 x 190mm

UNI

CLARON 450-U /-IF

U: 450 x 400 x 190mm   
IF: 490 x 440 x 190mm

UNI

CLARON 700-U /-IF

*U: 700 x 400 x 190mm  
IF: 740 x 440 x 190mm
*Available in Durinox® finish

UNI

CLARON 500-U /-IF

*U: 500 x 400 x 190mm  
IF: 540 x 440 x 190mm
*Available in Durinox® finish

UNI

CLARON 340-U

340 x 400 x 190mm 

UNI

CLARON 180-U

180 x 400 x 130mm 

UNI

CLARON inset bowls with tap ledge blanco.co.uk/claron

CLARON 700-IF/A

760 x 510 x 190mm 
Available in Durinox® finish

UNI

CLARON 340/180-IF/A

605 x 510 x 190/130mm

RHB

CLARON 500-IF/A

560 x 510 x 190mm
Available in Durinox® finish

UNI

Example angled view

Available in Durinox® finish min. cabinet width (cm)     Full icon key on page 69IF flat rim or flush mount InFino® remote control
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Beauty, strength, durability.
BLANCO SILGRANIT® PuraDur®. 

SILGRANIT® PuraDur® sinks and bowls by BLANCO.  
Often copied, never matched. Every year, more customers 

worldwide put their trust in the original – SILGRANIT® from 

BLANCO. We are delighted at this, and work very hard 

to keep it that way. We have come a long way and are 

continually developing SILGRANIT® even further. It goes 

without saying that we use only the very highest quality 

materials in our granite composite sinks, SILGRANIT® 

PuraDur® is composed of quartz sand, acrylic matrix, silicone, 

fluoropolymers, minerals and colour pigments. 

Why do we use these components and what do they do? 

Quartz sand is the hardest component of granite. It can 

withstand domestic use with ease – say a pot crashes into 

the bowl while you are filling it with water, your SILGRANIT® 

sink will be able to cope. Perhaps you accidentally scrape 

the bottom of a pan, heavy dish or some cutlery across the 

surface – if there is a mark left, it will wipe away with a little 

water and minimal effort. You can even cut things on your 

sink without leaving a mark, although we recommend using a 

cutting board ideally. We’re only satisfied when you are. We 

want your sink to be as beautiful, clean and radiant after many 

years as it was on the day it was installed in your kitchen. Find 

out more at blanco.co.uk/silgranit

Sink: AXIA III XL 6 S, SILGRANIT® PuraDur®, White 
Tap: CARENA-S vario, Chrome/White
Accessory: Bridging Ash wood compound food board

Range inspiration

BLANCO SILGRANIT® PuraDur® sinks

AXIA III inset sinks blanco.co.uk/axia

CLASSIC Neo inset sinks blanco.co.uk/classicneo

COLLECTIS inset sink blanco.co.uk/collectis

AXIA III XL 6 S

1000 x 510 x 190mm

AXIA III 6 S

1000 x 510 x 190/130mm

CLASSIC Neo 45 S

780 x 510 x 190mm

CLASSIC Neo 6 S

1000 x 510 x 190/100mm

CLASSIC Neo XL 6 S

1000 x 510 x 190mm

COLLECTIS 6 S

1000 x 510 x 190/140mm

BLANCO SILGRANIT® PuraDur® colours

Coffee

AnthraciteBlack† Pearl GreyAlumetallic

White TartufoJasmin

Concrete-style:
distinctive and on-trend. 
The SILGRANIT® PuraDur® 
colour for upmarket  
kitchen design.

Rock Grey

NEW

NEW

UNI

UNIUNI UNI

RHB

RHB

LHB

    Full icon key on page 69min. cabinet width (cm)InFino® manualInFino® remote controlInset installation 

AXIA III 5 S

915 x 510 x 185/82mm

UNI

†Black SILGRANIT® PuraDur® available Q2 2020

Sink: COLLECTIS 6 S, SILGRANIT® PuraDur®, White 
Tap: LINEE-S, SILGRANIT®-look White and Chrome
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BLANCODELTA inset sink blanco.co.uk/delta

ELON inset sinks blanco.co.uk/elon

1057 x 575 x 183/120mm

BLANCODELTA II

RHB

ELON XL 6 S

780 x 500 x 190mm

UNI

ELON 45 S

650 x 500 x 190mm

UNI

Range inspiration

BLANCO SILGRANIT® PuraDur® sinksBLANCO SILGRANIT® PuraDur® sinks

SITY inset sink blanco.co.uk/sity

SITY XL 6 S

1000 x 500 x 190mm

RHB

SONA inset sinks blanco.co.uk/sona

SONA 6 S

1000 x 500 x 100/190mm

UNI

SONA XL 6 S

1000 x 500 x 190mm

UNI

SONA 5 S

860 x 500 x 190mm

UNI

    Full icon key on page 69min. cabinet width (cm) UNI Universal handingInset installation InFino® remote control

METRA inset sinks blanco.co.uk/metra

METRA 8 S

1160 x 500 x 190/190mm

UNI

METRA XL 6 S

1000 x 500 x 190mm

UNI

METRA 6 S Compact

780 x 500 x 190/130mm

UNI

METRA 6

615 x 500 x 190/130mm

UNI

METRA 45 S

780 x 500 x 190mm

UNI

METRA 5 S

860 x 500 x 190mm

UNI

METRA 6 S

1000 x 500 x 190/130mm

UNI

METRA 9 E

830 x 830 x 190/190mm
900 x 900mm cabinet required

RHB

FARON inset sink blanco.co.uk/faron

FARON XL 6 S

1000 x 500 x 200mm

UNI

Sink: FARON XL 6 S, SILGRANIT® PuraDur®, White 
Tap: LIvIA-S, manganese
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Range inspiration

BLANCO SILGRANIT® PuraDur® bowls BLANCO SILGRANIT® PuraDur® bowls

ETAGON inset bowls blanco.co.uk/etagon

ETAGON 8

780 x 510 x 220mm

UNI

ETAGON 6

600 x 510 x 220mm

UNI

Undermount installation     Full icon key on page 69min. cabinet width (cm)InFino® manual UNI Universal handing

ETAGON undermount bowls blanco.co.uk/etagon

ETAGON 700-U

700 x 400 x 200mm

UNI

ETAGON 500-U

500 x 400 x 200mm

UNI

ZIA inset sinks blanco.co.uk/zia

ZIA 6 S

1000 x 500 x 190/140mm

UNI

ZIA XL 6 S

1000 x 500 x 190mm

UNI

ZIA XL 6 S Compact

780 x 500 x 190mm

UNI

ZIA 9 E

930 x 431 x 180mm

UNI

ZIA 5 S

860 x 500 x 190mm

UNI

ZIA 45 S

780 x 500 x 190mm

UNI

ZENAR inset sinks blanco.co.uk/zenar

ZENAR XL 6 S

1000 x 510 x 190mm RHB

LHB

ZENAR 45 S

860 x 510 x 190mm RHB

LHB

Sink: ETAGON 500-U, SILGRANIT® PuraDur®, Alumetallic 
Tap: PANERA-S, Stainless Steel
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Range inspiration

BLANCO SILGRANIT® PuraDur® sinksBLANCO SILGRANIT® PuraDur® sinks

Sink: SUBLINE 500-IF/A SteelFrame, SILGRANIT® PuraDur®, Anthracite 
Tap: CANDOR-S, Stainless Steel

SUBLINE inset bowls blanco.co.uk/subline

543 x 443 x 190mm

SUBLINE 500-IF SteelFrame

UNI

543 x 510 x 190mm

SUBLINE 500-IF/A SteelFrame

UNI

NAYA inset bowls blanco.co.uk/naya

NAYA 6

615 x 510 x 200mm

UNI

NAYA XL 9

860 x 510 x 220mm

UNI

PLEON inset bowls blanco.co.uk/pleon

PLEON 5

515 x 510 x 220mm

PLEON 6

615 x 510 x 220mm

PLEON 6 Split

615 x 510 x 220/220mm

UNI UNI
LHB

SUBLINE undermount bowls blanco.co.uk/subline

SUBLINE 480/320-U

825 x 400 x 200/200mm

LHB

SUBLINE 430/270-U

725 x 400 x 200/200mm

LHB

SUBLINE 800-U

800 x 400 x 220mm

UNI

SUBLINE 350/350-U

725 x 400 x 200/200mm

UNI

SUBLINE 700-U

700 x 400 x 190mm

UNI

SUBLINE 400-U

400 x 400 x 190mm

UNI

SUBLINE 500-U

500 x 400 x 190mm

UNI

SUBLINE 320-U

320 x 400 x 190mm

UNI

SUBLINE 160-U

160 x 400 x 130mm

UNI

SUBLINE 340/160-U

525 x 400 x 190/130mm

LHB

RHB

SUBLINE 700-U Level

700 x 400 x 200/140mm

LHB

Undermount installation     Full icon key on page 69min. cabinet width (cm)InFino® manual UNI Universal handing
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Range inspiration

Consistent and lovely – 
to last a kitchen lifetime.
BLANCO SILGRANIT®. 

Sink: LEGRA XL 6 S, SILGRANIT®, Alumetallic 
Tap: mIDA-S, SILGRANIT®-look, Alumetallic

BLANCO SILGRANIT® colours

Colours

•  Attractive colours for a broad range  

of customer requirements

•  Perfect combinations with current 

worktops and kitchen fronts

•  Mixer taps in the matching colours 

making planning easier

Scope of supply

• Waste fitting with space-saving pipe

•  With 31/2" standard strainer(s) in  

Stainless Steel

Material properties

The silky-smooth and finely pored, 

closed surface that feels just like stone.

• Scratch-resistant

• Heat resistant up to 280ºC

• 100% safe for food use

• 100% acid-resistant

• 100% light-resistant

Easy-care, hygienic and long-lasting.

JasminAnthracite Alumetallic White

BLANCO SILGRANIT® sinks

CLASSIC 6 S

1000 x 510 x 175/130mm

CLASSIC inset sink blanco.co.uk/classic

UNI

    Full icon key on page 69min. cabinet width (cm) UNI Universal handingInset installation 

NOVA 5 S and 45 S

5 S: 860 x 500 x 190mm (500mm min cabinet)
45 S: 810 x 500 x 190mm (450mm min cabinet)

NOVA 8 S

1160 x 500 x 190/190mm

NOVA inset sinks blanco.co.uk/nova

UNI

UNI

NOVA 6 S

1000 x 500 x 190/130mm

UNI

FAVUM 45 S

860 x 435 x 180mm

LEGRA XL 6 S

860 x 500 x 190mm

FAVUM XL 6 S

860 x 435 x 180mm

Short projection inset sinks

LEGRA inset sinks blanco.co.uk/legra

LEGRA 45 S

780 x 500 x 190mm

UNI

UNI

UNI

UNI

LEGRA 6 S

1000 x 500 x 190/120mm

UNI

LEGRA 6

585 x 500 x 190mm

UNI

LEGRA 6 S Compact

780 x 500 x 190/120mm

UNI

LEGRA 8 S

1160 x 500 x 190/190mm

UNI

FAVOS 6 S

860 x 435 x 180/78mm

UNI
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The loveliest combination 
of nature and design. 
BLANCO Ceramic. 

Sinks and bowls made of BLANCO Ceramic create a warm, 

homely atmosphere. They are stylish and appealing with their 

flowing lines and glazed surfaces.

BLANCO Ceramic blends perfectly with both traditional 

kitchens as well as modern designs – either to provide a 

contrast or to match existing colours and shapes, whatever 

your preference.

Sink: BELFAST, Ceramic, Crystal White 
Tap: vICUS® Bridge twin lever, Chrome

Range inspiration

BLANCODELTA inset sink blanco.co.uk/delta

BLANCODELTA

1053 x 570 x 170/113mm
Crystal White only

AXON inset sink blanco.co.uk/axon

AXON II 6 S

1000 x 510 x 185/140mm RHB

RHB

LHB

Ceramic colours

*BasaltCrystal White *Black **Lava Grey*magnolia

NEW

*available on limited ranges **only available on BELFAST

Our latest colour addition Lava Grey, exclusively 
for the BELFAST sink, bringing a new, contemporary 
update to a country-style ceramic classic.

BLANCO Ceramic sinks and bowls

VILLAE® Farmhouse bowls blanco.co.uk/villae

VILLAE® Farmhouse single

795 x 460 x 196mm
Crystal White only

VILLAE® Farmhouse double

794 x 490 x 195mm
Crystal White only

VILLAE® bowl and half

595 x 460 x 190mm
Crystal White only

VILLAE® bowl and third

595 x 520 x 190mm
Crystal White only

BELFAST Farmhouse bowls blanco.co.uk/belfast

BELFAST

600 x 460 x 222mm

BELFAST

600 x 460 x 222mm

NEW

UNI

UNI UNI

UNI

LHB

LHB

    Full icon key on page 69min. cabinet width (cm)InFino® remote controlInset installation Belfast installation 
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BLANCO Ceramic sinks

SETURA 5 S

860 x 500 x 200mm
Crystal White only

TOLON 45 S

780 x 500 x 190mm
Crystal White only

SETURA 6 S

1000 x 500 x 210/120mm
Crystal White only

ZENAR 45 S

860 x 510 x 185mm
Available in four Ceramic colours

Range inspiration

BLANCO Ceramic sinks and bowls

TOLON 6 S

1000 x 500 x 190/90mm
Crystal White only

TOLON XL 6 S

1000 x 500 x 190mm
Crystal White only

TOLON inset sinks blanco.co.uk/tolon

ZENAR inset sink blanco.co.uk/zenar

SETURA inset sinks blanco.co.uk/setura

IDESSA XL 6 S

1000 x 500 x 175mm
Available in four Ceramic colours

IDESSA inset sinks blanco.co.uk/idessa

IDESSA 8 S

1160 x 500 x 185mm
Crystal White only

IDESSA 9

860 x 500 x 185mm
Crystal White only

UNI

UNI

UNI

UNI UNI UNI

UNI

RHB

RHB

LHB

LHB

IDESSA 45 S

780 x 500 x 175mm
Available in four Ceramic colours

RHB

LHB

IDESSA 6 S

1000 x 500 x 185/100mm
Available in four Ceramic colours

UNI

IDENTO inset sinks blanco.co.uk/idento

IDENTO 45 S

860 x 510 x 185mm
Crystal White only

IDENTO 6 S

1000 x 510 x 185/85mm
Crystal White only

IDENTO XL 6 S

1000 x 510 x 185mm
Crystal White only

UNI UNI UNI

ETAGON inset bowl blanco.co.uk/etagon

ETAGON 6

584 x 510 x 220mm
Available in four Ceramic colours

UNI

500 x 396 x 185mm
Available in four Ceramic colours

SUBLINE 500-U

525 x 396 x 185/130mm
Available in four Ceramic colours

SUBLINE 350/150-U

SUBLINE undermount bowls blanco.co.uk/subline

ETAGON undermount bowl blanco.co.uk/etagon

ETAGON 500-U

500 x 396 x 200mm
Available in four Ceramic colours

UNI

UNI
LHB

374 x 396 x 185mm
Available in four Ceramic colours

SUBLINE 375-U

UNI

    Full icon key on page 69min. cabinet width (cm)InFino® remote control UNI Universal handingUndermount installation 
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Cleaning and maintenance.
Tips for the right care.
BLANCO sinks, with innovative functions and materials, go a long way toward making life in the kitchen easier. After all,  

the sink plays a major role in every home, it’s where we spend 60% of our kitchen time.

Your kitchen sink frequently comes into contact with food, chemicals and a variety of liquids, so maintenance is important.  

All sink materials require a level of ongoing care to ensure they continue to look great, are safe and bacteria free – even if they 

contain anti-bacterial qualities.

Ceramic
Ceramic is a natural product, created in a series of special processes that 

incorporate decades of our team’s experience. BLANCO Ceramic is naturally 

easy-care due to the particularly hard, non-porous, glazed surface. This is 

especially true for our PuraPlus® finish, a special seal that smooths and refines 

the surface of the glaze, further preventing limescale, staining and standing water. 

The ultra-resistant properties and characteristics of BLANCO Ceramic with 

PuraPlus® prevents dirt from penetrating, so usually a simple wipe is all it takes 

to clean it. Water and a little washing-up liquid are all that is required. A soft 

microfibre cloth will ensure that the surface is irresistibly lovely again. A mild 

vinegar-based solution or all-purpose cleaner can also be used.

Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel, by its nature, is not completely impervious to scratches in general 

use. For a short period after installation, some usage marks are unavoidable. 

However, over time and regular care, the surface appearance will settle into the 

lustrous Stainless Steel finish you expect.  

•  Daily cleaning will ensure dirt simply wipes off with a damp soft cloth or sponge

•  Ensure you dry the surface with a microfibre cloth to avoid limescale build up  

and prevent against stains and marks

•  Our tip against stubborn limescale: a solution of 20% vinegar, 80% water or  

water with a little lemon juice

SILGRANIT® PuraDur®

Our stone composite sinks contain 80% quartz sand, which is the hardest  

element of granite. Thanks to these hard-wearing properties and the Hygiene+Plus 

antibacterial shield coating, SILGRANIT® PuraDur® sinks are truly easy to care 

for. However some maintenance is still advised to ensure lasting quality and 

appearance.

•  Regular wiping will ensure dirt simply wipes off with a damp soft cloth or sponge

•  Light limescale marks can be removed with acetic acid or other commercially 

available products that are intended for this material

•  Discolouration and staining are caused by limescale that absorbs liquids such 

as coffee, tea, or red wine after drying – in most cases, these marks may be 

removed with the coarse side of a washing-up sponge

Range inspiration

Sink and tap features explained.
Sinks
Cabinet width

The cabinet width measurement denotes the measurement (mm) which the sink bowl(s) need to fit into.

Sink style options

Inset: The frame of an inset sink sits on top of the work surface. These sinks are compatible with any work surface, 

including laminate worktops. 

Undermount: An undermount sink is installed underneath the worktop, only compatible with solid surface worktops  

such as granite or solid wood.

Belfast: Belfast sinks are installed either ‘dropped-on’ to a purpose-built cabinet or by using installation brackets.

Inset sink profiles
BLANCO sinks come with a range of different profiles.

Standard inset: The rim of the sink or bowl is positioned onto the edge of the cut out in the work surface.

IF and IF/A: Unique 1mm flat edge profile for inset and flushmount installation.

IFU: Suitable for inset, flushmount and undermount.

Bowl configuration and handing
Ensure you choose the correct sink configuration for your kitchen.

LHB, RHB and UNI (Universal):  

Indicates whether an inset sink is available with a Left Hand Bowl (LHB). 

Or Right Hand Bowl (RHB).

UNI (Universal) indicates an inset sink suitable for both left and right configurations.

If the sink does not have a drainer, the handing refers to the main Bowl.

Taps
Water pressure 

BLANCO has a range of taps suitable for low and high pressure systems.

BLANCO considers taps 0.3 bar and below as low pressure.

Features

Aerator: Mixes air into the flow of water to give a champagne-like flow. Some taps are fitted with a flow straightener; 

however, some of our taps are fitted with an aerator which are highlighted by this icon.

Pull-Out Spray: Features a pull-out spray, useful for directional rinsing.

Colour options

Dual Flow

Recommended solid work surface worktop or SILGRANIT® sink: 

Alternatively with the use of a tap stabilising bracket.

RHB

LHB

RHB

LHB

UNI

LP

HP

COL

DF
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The kitchen tap as the focal point.
The sink and tap, perfectly matched.

Range inspiration

The perfect finishing touch in every style.

Tap pressures – gravity systems.
Maximum/minimum pressure requirements for average flow rates are quoted in bar. Where ‘head’ is  

indicated (vertical height from the tap to the underside of the cold water storage tank) use as an approximate 

guide only. The conversion to ‘head’ is based on the assumption that the tap is fitted directly below the 

storage tank. Long pipe runs across the property from storage to tap may result in reduced pressure 

and poor hot water performance. Where minimum pressure is quoted, minimum performance should be 

expected, for optimum flow rates greater pressure will always be an advantage.

Smart taps

Innovation, style and functionality are key in the 

BLANCO Smart tap range. From instant boiling 

water to helping you measure water direct from 

the tap, or an auto sensor to turn it on and off, our 

Smart taps have it all.

Semi-professional 

Inspired by taps used in professional, commercial 

kitchens, semi-pros feature special details such 

as pressure sprayers, flexible spring coils and 

handspray holders.

Mixer taps

From ultra-modern to traditional styles, from 

classic kitchen to European influenced designs, 

the BLANCO tap range has something suitable for 

everyone.

When it comes to buying a kitchen tap, you should never compromise.
What counts above all else is quality. For 95 years now, BLANCO has been at home in the kitchen, 

developing versatile sinks, sink accessories, mixer taps and waste systems. Perfecting solutions to make life 

run a little more smoothly. The humble kitchen tap is anything but humble in the modern household. From 

smart solutions, boiling water and filter taps through to stunning Stainless Steel taps with spray functions – 

there is a tap to suit your life, your style and your space.

Tap finishes and colours

Finish range

Chrome Brushed 
Steel

Pewter

Manganese Black Matt

Stainless 
Steel

Stainless finish 
UltraResist®

Classic 
Stainless

Brushed 
Gold

Brushed 
Copper

Rose GoldBrushed 
Brass

SILGRANIT®-look colours

Anthracite

TartufoWhite Coffee

Rock Grey Pearl Grey

Jasmin

Alumetallic

Sink: CLARON 500-IF/A, Stainless Steel 
Tap: LINEE-S, Chrome 
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BLANCO EVOL-S Volume
Exactly the right amount of water, every time. 
The integrated measuring function and touch 
control make it simply smart.

BLANCO TAMPERA Hot
Boiling, filtered, taste-free water in 
an instant. A hot water system that is 
engineered to be better, as standard.

BLANCO SOLENTA-S Senso
Control the water with a wave of your hand, 
or pot, or pan. This professional tap just got 
a promotion.

BLANCO FONTAS-S II Filter
A five-stage filter ensures the purest 
of water. The pull-out spout makes all 
the difference.

Smart innovations.  
Features for your lifestyle.
Smart taps – making life a little easier.

Range inspiration
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Range inspiration

BLANCO smart tapsBLANCO smart taps

100°C instant filtered. 
Engineered to be better.
BLANCO TAMPERA Hot.

NEW

Tap: TAMPERA Hot, Chrome

Boiling water flows when the safety 
button is pressed and sprung knob 
is turned at the same time.

The insulated spout and low-spray 
flow of aerated water protect your 
hands from the heat. 

Designed to fit into a 600mm cabinet, leaving plenty of storage space.

The BLANCO TAMPERA Hot 3-in-1 tap delivers cold, 

warm and instant boiling water from a single mixer tap.

Everything about the TAMPERA Hot is quality. From the 

filtered water quality to the construction and components, 

from the expertly engineered system to the digital control 

feature. The boiling water comes from a 4 litre water 

boiler made of extremely resistant, taste-neutral, hygienic 

titanium. The water in the boiler is heated to 105°C to 

ensure that bacteria is thoroughly eliminated.

Before heating, the water is purified with a high-quality 

BWT five-stage filter. The filter reduces limescale and 

contaminants, leaving the water perfectly PH balanced, 

improving both the water quality and taste. Filtered, 

boiling, taste-free water, from a child-safe tap and an 

ultra-safe titanium boiler, as standard. There aren't lots of 

additional, optional extras as with many other hot taps, 

it's simply been engineered to be better from the start.

The BLANCO TAMPERA Hot – a cool, smart innovation 

that makes everyday life a little easier.

Perfection is everything working precisely.  

The EVOL-S Volume from BLANCO, thanks to its 

integrated measuring function, provides exactly the 

amount of water that you need. Set your required quantity 

using the rotary control and get precisely that volume of 

water with the touch of a button. The EVOL-S Volume is 

the perfect Smart Tap when precision is key. The right 

amount of water in your fitness shakes, economically 

filling the kettle, the perfect amount of water for that 

culinary masterpiece or exactly the right amount of water 

for a baby’s formula mix.

The dynamic flow control system provides intelligent 

control of the water flow: the greater the amount of water 

you want, the more powerful the jet and the faster the 

water flow. This means no unnecessary waiting.

EVOL-S Volume is available in Chrome and Stainless finish 

UltraResist® to match your sink or bowl perfectly.

Use the rotary dial to set the exact 
amount of water that you want –
delivered in small increments from 
100ml to 5 litres.

Tap on the intuitive touch control 
button and the set amount of water 
dispenses from the mixer tap.

Use the second lever to mix cold 
and warm water in the usual way.

In a high-quality metal finish, the 
pull-out spout gives you more 
movement around the sink.

Superbly measured. 
Superbly precise.
BLANCO EVOL-S Volume.

Tap: EVOL-S Volume, Stainless finish UltraResist®

NEW
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Range inspiration

BLANCO smart tapsBLANCO smart taps

Tastes good. 
Feels great.
BLANCO FONTAS-S II Filter.

NEW NEW

Tap: FONTAS-S II Filter, Chrome

Fresher, cleaner, purer, deliciously filtered. 

When you’re really thirsty, there’s nothing better. And 

when you’re making tea, putting together your own 

bottled water or making ice cubes, you want to know that 

you have high-quality water you can rely on.

An integrated BWT five-stage filter purifies your mains 

water, reducing limescale, removing metal content and 

other particulates that can effect the taste.

In addition, the high filtering capacity extends the usage 

intervals, meaning that the filter cartridges do not have to 

be changed as often.

The BLANCO FONTAS-S II Filter is the smartest filter 

tap available, its pull-out spout delivers warm and cold 

flow PLUS filtered water via separate pipe and nozzle. 

This spout allows flexible use around the sink, making it 

easy to fill household appliances like your kettle or coffee 

machine reservoir with filtered water. A fresh solution 

that tastes great. Available in classic Chrome or stunning 

Stainless finish UltraResist®.

Ever needed an extra pair of hands in the kitchen? 

Heavy pan in one hand, glass of wine (or something more 

practical) in the other. How do you turn on the tap to add 

a splash of water to your masterpiece?   

The SOLENTA-S Senso from BLANCO is here to help, 

setting new standards with its innovative touch-free, 

start/stop motion sensor technology.

Designed ergonomically, the sensor is positioned to 

ensure it is easy to turn on or off with a gentle wave of 

your hand or a pot – but avoids accidental activation.

The flexible hose with its magnetic holder allows you to 

expand the range of action around the sink with ease. 

On top of all these plus points, this classy smart mixer 

tap also saves water, meaning additional cost savings to 

take advantage of. Plenty of reasons to celebrate, even if 

you have your hands full.

The FONTAS-S II is unique among filter taps with this high specification 
filter system. It features a pull-out spray yet still delivers the filtered water 
through a separate flow and nozzle.

Impressively engineered. 
Inspiringly innovative.
BLANCO SOLENTA-S Senso.

The sensor is intuitively accessible, 
turning to wherever you want the 
water to flow.

The sensor’s near field detection 
function responds to any movement 
within an ergonomically optimal 
distance of up to 6cm.

The dual spray hose gives you the 
choice of a jet spray for washing 
remnants of food off your dishes, 
or a wide spray for filling pots.

The Stainless finish UltraResist® 
is particularly easy to clean and 
scratch-resistant, and does not 
show fingerprints.

Tap: SOLENTA-S Senso, Stainless finish UltraResist®
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Range inspiration

BLANCO semi-professional BLANCO semi-professional

ARCHPRO Coil

Chrome

HP

Tap: ARCHPRO Coil, Chrome

Tap: CATRIS-S Flexo, Black matt

NEW

Black matt

CATRIS-S Flexo

NEW

HP

Chrome

CATRIS-S
HP

Tap: BLANCOCULINA-S, Chrome

Chrome
Stainless Steel finish

BLANCOCULINA-S Mini
HP

Chrome

BLANCOCULINA-S Duo
HP

Chrome
Stainless Steel finish

BLANCOCULINA-S
HP

ELLIPSE

Chrome

HP

VIU-S

Chrome with 4 exchangeable hose covers

HP

ARCHPRO Black

Black/Chrome

HP

ARCHPRO Steel

Chrome

HP

Key

LP Suitable for low pressure and high pressure systemsSuitable for high pressure systemsHP

WRAS officially approvedTap features dual flowDF

Aerator fitted to nozzlePull-out or flexible hose

Chrome

BLANCOCULINA-S  
Mini twin lever LP
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Range inspiration

BLANCO mixer taps BLANCO mixer taps

BELLA

Chrome
White Handles

LP
DF

ACCESS Eco Flow

Chrome

HP

ALTA

Chrome

HP

AMBASSADOR Eco Flow

Chrome
Classic Stainless finish

HP

AMBIS

Brushed Stainless Steel

HP

ARCH

Chrome
Classic Stainless finish

LP

ARTI

Chrome
Classic Stainless finish

LP

AVONA-S

Chrome
Available without pull-out spray

HP

BLADE

Chrome

HP

CADET Eco Flow

Chrome

LP

CANDOR-S

Brushed Stainless Steel

HP

CANDOR

Brushed Stainless Steel

HP

Tap: CANDOR-S, Brushed Stainless Steel

CARENA

Chrome

HP

CAMIA

Chrome

NEW

LP

CARENA-S Vario

Chrome

HP

CLEO II

Chrome 
Classic Stainless finish

LP
DF

CITY

Chrome

HP

CREST

Chrome

LP

CREST LA Eco Flow

Chrome

HP

HP

CUBIC MONO

Chrome

CUBIC

Chrome

LP

EMIR

Chrome

HP

Chrome

ENVOY Eco Flow
HP

Chrome
Classic Stainless finish 

EYE
LP

CARENA-S Vario

SILGRANIT®-look colours

HP

Anthracite

TartufoWhite Coffee

Rock Grey Pearl Grey

Jasmin

Alumetallic

Pewter Brushed Brass Brushed Gold Rose Gold Black MattClassic Stainless
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Range inspiration

BLANCO mixer taps BLANCO mixer taps
FLEET

Chrome

HP

GALAXY-S

Chrome

HP

GALAXY

Chrome

HP

JAMIA

Chrome

NEW

LPHP

HERALD Eco Flow

Chrome
Black matt

JUPER

Chrome

HP

LINUS

Chrome
Stainless Steel finish

HP

LUPER

Chrome

HP

MAX

Chrome
Classic Stainless finish

LP

MIXA-S

Chrome

HP

MILA-S

Chrome

HP

MODE

Chrome

LP
PALACE

Chrome

LP
DF

Chrome

PLATO
HP

PEAK

Chrome 
Classic Stainless finish
Chrome Eco Flow

HP

Tap: PANERA-S, Brushed Stainless Steel

SILGRANIT®-look colours

LINEE-S
HP

Anthracite

TartufoWhite Coffee

Rock Grey Pearl Grey

Jasmin

Alumetallic

MIDA-S

SILGRANIT®-look colours

HP

Anthracite

TartufoWhite Coffee

Rock Grey Pearl Grey

Jasmin

Alumetallic

HP

LINUS-S

SILGRANIT®-look colours

Anthracite

TartufoWhite Coffee

Rock Grey Pearl Grey

Jasmin

Alumetallic

LAMIA

Chrome

NEW

LP

JURENA

Chrome

HP

Chrome

LINEE-S
HP

Brushed Stainless Steel

LANORA
HP

Brushed Stainless Steel

LANORA-S
HP

PANERA-S

Brushed Stainless Steel

HP

LINUS-S

NEW

Chrome
Stainless Steel finish
Black matt

HP

Chrome Black MattStainless Steel

HP

LIVIA-S

Chrome
Brushed Brass
Manganese

Chrome ManganeseBrushed Brass
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Range inspiration

SPIREX

Chrome
Classic Stainless finish

LP

SOLE

Chrome

HP

TRIM

Chrome

HP

SPIRE

Chrome

HP

BLANCO mixer taps BLANCO mixer taps

PRINZ

Chrome

LP HP
REGENT Eco Flow

Chrome

SPICE

Chrome
Classic Stainless

LP

STRAND

Chrome

LP

Tap: VICUS® Bridge twin lever, Brushed Brass

Tap: VICUS® Twin lever, Chrome Tap: VICUS® Single lever spray, Pewter

Chrome
Colours

VICUS® Single lever spray
HP

LP

VICUS® Bridge twin lever

Chrome
Colours

LP

Chrome
Colours

VICUS® Twin lever

VONDA

Chrome

HP

ZENOS

SILGRANIT®-look colours

HP

Anthracite

TartufoWhite Coffee

Rock Grey Pearl Grey

Jasmin

Alumetallic

VICUS® colours

Pewter

Brushed 
Copper

Chrome

Brushed 
Brass

Key

LP Low Pressure onlyHigh Pressure onlyHP Dual FlowDFAeratorPull-Out Spray
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Foldable gird – creates a working surface and 
draining space over the sink or a countertop trivet.

Accessories

Innovative Top rails that have 
multiple uses from draining and 
rinsing platforms over the sink to 
heat-proof worktop protectors.

Lay-on drainer tray made of quality 
plastic, particularly useful for  
single-bowl sinks.

High-quality glass chopping board  
made of white safety glass.

Multifunctional basket made of 
Stainless Steel for versatile use.

Range inspiration

LIVIA

Chrome
Brushed Brass
Manganese

Soap dispensers

Often it’s the little things in life that make the biggest 

difference. For example, fitting a sink with accessories can 

make it even more convenient while also making it more 

attractive.

When preparing food, multifunctional accessories can help 

you save time and contain the mess within the sink area.

For instance, you can create more space with a rack that fits 

inside the bowl, it acts as another working level, and makes 

an excellent trivet on the work surface as well. 

Innovative concepts and high-quality materials transform 

BLANCO sink centres into modern kitchen workplaces with  

no need to compromise. 

Soap dispensers that match many of our tap ranges,  

integrate perfectly in the sink area. They are easy to fill from 

above, and can also be added to most sinks at a later date.

More information about our accessories is available at  

blanco.co.uk/accessories

Corner-Caddy for food and dishes, but also a practical storage  
surface for washing-up utensils. 

Positioned on the edge of the bowl, the Top Rails form a bridge 
over the sink that allows the user to work on two levels.

InFino® is the innovative, stylish 
and contemporary sink strainer 
design – offering a streamlined look.

BLANCO PushControl: The flat 
and intuitive remote control for
InFino® plug and strainer systems.

Comfort knob made of Stainless 
Steel to operate the drain remotely.

Pop-up remote control element: 
available in several designs,
materials and surfaces.

Control elements

VICUS®

Chrome

VICUS®

Pewter

VICUS®

Brushed Copper

VICUS®

Brushed Brass

Ideal accessories.
Making things a little more 
straightforward.
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BLANCO waste systems.
Organisation is everything.

Waste system: SELECT 60/3

SOLON, the high-quality solution for the worktop. Clever accessories designed for an added convenience in waste 
management.

Range inspiration

BLANCO waste systems

Pull-out fronts with front connection

For hinged doors and other waste solutions

MOVEX

Foot operation for SELECT

SELECT 50/2

50cm base unit width

SELECT 60/2

60cm base unit width

SELECT Compact 60/2

60cm base unit width

SELECT 60/3

60cm base unit width

45cm base unit width

BOTTON Pro Manual

13 l 13 l

SINGOLO

45-60cm base unit width

BOTTON Pro Manual

60cm base unit width

13 l 13 l 13 l

IF flat rim 

Installation in the worktop  
30-60cm base unit width

SOLON-IF

7 l

SELECT 60/2 Orga

60cm base unit width
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The kitchen is the heart of every home, and it is not 

uncommon for the modern kitchen to be a multi-function 

room. It’s obviously a place to cook and eat, but also to 

study, work, read and watch television. Choosing the  

right type of lighting needs to be considered at an early 

stage. The electrics have to be installed at the start of the 

project, before the plastering, decorating and fitting has 

taken place. 

Good kitchen lighting can make a modest kitchen 

appear impressive, whilst a larger contemporary kitchen 

looks stunning with your eye drawn to expensive features 

through effective lighting. The key to a successful kitchen 

lighting scheme is to layer the different types of lighting 

according to use. 

BLANCO lighting solutions.
Task, feature & accessories. 

Range inspiration

Choose stylish kitchen lighting for your home.

Task lighting

Utilising the latest technology.  

These lighting kits will illuminate 

working areas. Available in 

contemporary designs, with  

‘plug & play’ connections.  

Available in two or three light kits.

Feature lighting

Our bespoke offering can draw 

attention to specific objects, features 

or shapes in a room. Ideal for Island 

units, plinth lines or on the underside 

of the work surface.

Finishing touches

Remote controls allow for the 

lighting to be zoned throughout the 

kitchen. Our four zone controller can 

independently switch or dim each area 

enabling task lighting to be dimmed to 

give the effect of mood lighting.

WiFi solution

Control your lighting from your phone, 

simply plug in compatible lighting 

systems into the WiFi Solution and 

control your lighting from the Mi-Light 

Cloud app or your connected devices.

Cool White

Cold and clinical. Ideal 

for a contemporary  

high gloss finish.  

6000-6500k.

Neutral White

Ideally placed between 

Cool & Warm. The 

4000k Neutral White is 

becoming increasingly 

more popular.

Warm White

Warm and homely. Ideal 

for wood or traditional 

farmhouse style 

kitchens. 3000k.
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BLANCO task lighting

Linear LED cabinet downlight iLight LED under cabinet

High intensity LED cabinet light round

COB LED under cabinet light 
(Now available in Anthracite)

COB cabinet LED

Quadrant Aluminium task

Surface Aluminium task

High Definition LED light square

Recessed Aluminium task

Range inspiration

Task lighting. 
Create an efficient working 
space with light.

Every kitchen, big or small, needs efficient task lighting. You 

will need this to ensure that food preparation and cooking 

takes place safely without shadows. BLANCO offer an 

extensive range in surface fitted or recessed LED lights 

utilising the latest generation of technology. The ‘COB’ (Chip 

On Board) LED lights give a uniform light with a wide beam 

angle and higher light levels. The ‘High Definition’ range offers 

conventional LED’S matched with an optical lens to maximise 

light output.

All of the kits offered by BLANCO come complete with a 

matched power supply and full instructions. All of the LED 

lights offer high light outputs with long life, cool running and 

minimal running costs. Most are available in Warm, Cool or 

Neutral White. Warm White LED’S give a soft orange/yellow 

light which mirrors a traditional tungsten or halogen light 

source. Cool White is colder and is particularly suitable to 

modern high gloss kitchen design. If you require something 

inbetween, Neutral White would be the perfect alternative. 

Care must be given to the colour temperature of lights so they 

all match, for example the main ceiling lights, pendants or 

extractor hoods. The illustration shows the different effects of 

Warm, Cool & Neutral White on a wall.
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Add a soft ambience to your kitchen with  
plinth lighting.

Create a relaxing atmosphere with bespoke 
LED strips around the island.

Create an impact with an illuminated glass  
light box.

Range inspiration

BLANCO feature lighting

LED square plinth lights Micro disk LED plinth lights

LED self-adhesive ‘bespoke’ tape WiFi solutionUltra slimline under cabinet LED striplight

Glass light box

Bespoke self-adhesive flexible LED strip (blue).

Bespoke self-adhesive flexible LED strip (green).

Feature lighting can draw 

attention to specific objects, 

features or shapes in a room. 

Careful placement of light can  

accentuate any object.

Using our versatile bespoke  

self-adhesive tape can make a  

feature of island units. Used around 

the plinth line or on the underside  

of the work surface, it can give the  

illusion of the furniture floating. This  

can be used to mirror the effect on  

the rest of the kitchen furniture as  

well as on top of the cabinets as  

an effective ‘wall-washer’. 

The colour changing tape can be 

used in the same way with the  

ability to pre-set an endless array 

of colours with the remote. This 

can result in a stunning effect 

behind frosted glass doors.

Feature lighting. 
Create an impact.



The heart and soul of your kitchen.

BLANCO UK Limited: If you require further details on our complete range  
of sinks, taps and accessories, please contact your local BLANCO dealer,  
or telephone direct on 01923 635 200 for details.

Please note that colour references are only as accurate as the printing  
process will allow. E & OE. Due to a policy of continual product improvement, 
BLANCO reserves the right to alter specifications and prices without prior 
notice. ©BLANCO UK Limited (within the UK and Republic of Ireland on behalf 
of BLANCO GmbH & Co KG) 2020. All rights reserved. Without limiting the 
rights reserved under copyright reserved above, no part of this publication may 
be reproduced, stored in or introduced into a retrieval system, or transmitted, 
in any form by any means (electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or 
otherwise), without the prior written express permission of the copyright owner.

Design and artwork by N9 Design & Production Limited, Nottingham.
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Tel: 01923 635 200  
Email: info@blanco.co.uk

www.blanco.co.uk

Inspiration & Highlights
Sinks, taps and accessories
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